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   The Q2 Spring Box Available now!
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    The Q2 Spring Box Available now!
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  $0.00 Subtotal
	
	Taxes and shipping calculated at checkout
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                Discover the key to fitness success with gainz box
  Apparel, equipment, accessories, consumable, supplement & wellness products at an approximate value of $240+ per box
we are premium curated fitness delivered!
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              GET THE WOMEN'S BOX
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            GET THE MEN'S BOX











    
            The Q2 spring Box NOW AVAILABLE
 
  :: UNLEASH YOUR INNER ATHLETE ::
 
              GET THE BOX











    
            April Monthly Box NOW AVAILABLE
 
  :: GAINZ EVERY 30 DAYS ::
 
              subscribe now














   
          How It Works
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  Choose your gender & sizes so we can curate your experience.
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 [image: ] Get Gainz
  Receive your curated Gainz Box & enjoy the best in fitness.
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 [image: ] Want More?
  Take a survey on all of the cool products from your box to earn POINTZ to redeem for free items from our Merch store.
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 [image: ] Exclusive Shopping Events
  Unlock access to our members-only online store events & get up to 90% off retail prices.
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            BRAND PARTNERS
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        The Perfect Gift for fitness lovers
 
  This is the best gift I could've ever received. My boyfriend got it for me when I first started my fitness journey. I love receiving fitness items from different brands that I wouldn't have discovered on my own!
 
                      
                        Ashley G.





    Fitness, Delivered.
 
  As someone who has been training for years, this is some of the best stuff and I just wanted to say you're doing great work! Love the high quality products delivered every single time.
 
                      
                        Chris T.





    "Surprise & Delight"
 
  I feel like it's my birthday every time my box arrives. Knowing that everything in my box is curated to my shape, size, and training style always has me excited!
 
                      
                        Zoey E.
















   

                  Frequently Asked   Questions?
 	 
                  When does my box ship?
	 Although we do not guarantee an exact shipping date, boxes generally ship during the following time frames:
Quarterly Boxes
Q1: ~2/20
Q2: ~5/20
Q3: ~8/20
Q4: ~11/20
Monthly Boxes
2-3 days after initial purchase
10 days after renewal

	 
                  When will my subscription renew?
	 Quarterly Boxes - automatically renews at the beginning of each quarter:
January 1st
April 1st
July 1st
October 1st
Monthly Boxes - automatically renews on the 1st each month.

	 
                  What products will my Gainz Box contain?
	 You’ll get a different mix of 7-10 items (quarterly boxes) & 5-6 items (monthly boxes) from well-known, popular, up-and-coming brands including workout apparel, supplements, equipment, accessories, healthy snacks, education, and other surprises. Our experts carefully select each item based on current and emerging trends, so you’re always in the know about the hottest fitness gear.


  View All
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    What's in your Gainz box?
  Sign up for exclusive offers and sneak peeks.
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              	A custom curated experience of apparel, equipment, accessories, supplements, & healthy snacks at an average value of at least double the cost per box.
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   Contact Us
  Orange County, CA

info@thegainzbox.com
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